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UtiIization of Information Systems in Managerial
Decision Making in Financial Institutions

F. O. Sangowusi
Information technology (IT) is rapidly proliferating throughout the developing
world. IT adoption for decision making is highly uneven in different organiza-
tions. The discussions in this paper explain what Information Technology (IT) and
Management In/ormation Systems (MIS) mean and how both can benefit decision
makers ill financial institutions. However, the information that managers some-
times receive are often out of date and irrelevant to their needs. The information
requirements of managers and the type of information systems necessary for
decision making were also discussed. It is therefore important that financial
managers must have a good knowledge of current computer technologies

INTRODUCTION
The universal acknowledgement by industrialized nations that information

is a national resource vital for decision-making, and that information technology is
a power tool in process of socio-economic development of nations has helped
developing countries to recognize importance of information technology. Various
types of decision makers in developing countries seeking to obtain relevant and
timely information include; biological, technical and social science researchers;
extension agents; teachers; marketi ng and business firms operators, managers;
farmers; administrators; planners and policy makers. On a daily basis a manager has
to make many decisions. The types of decisions being made by different levels of
managers' may be quite different, but all decision makers attempt to bring about a
more productive and socially beneficial economic system to their organizations.
Their decisions are affected by quality and timeliness of supporting information
available to them. In other words, given a set of possible decisions, a manager will
act on basis of information at hand. Some of these decisions are routinely
inconsequential, while others have drastic impacts on operations of the firm for
which they work. Some of the decisions could involve large sums of money being
gained or lost and whether or not the firm accomplishes its mission and its goals.

However, as postulated by Huber (1990), " ... the use of information
technology will lead to higher quality decisions, to a reduction in time required to
authorize proposed organization actions, and the time required to make decisions
will be reduced ..." The quality of any management decision suffers each time
appropriate information is lacking. However, given the right information in the right
form and at the right time to meet needs of users has always been considered as an
F. O. Sangownsi is I lead, Serials Unit, University Library, Ladoke Akintola University of Technology Ogbomosho, Nigeria.
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important objective in information systems development and management (Etsua-
Mensah:1996). The wave of automation in the corporate environment has been
designed to rationalize performance and improve efficiency.

Although information systems are considered to belong to an applied
discipline, there is need for an understanding of the underlining basic concepts by
information practitioners. However, the definition of information concepts by Duff
and Assad (1980) will be considered for the purpose of this study. They define
i~lformation systems as a " ... collection of people, procedures, a data of (sometimes)
hardware and software that collects, processes, stores and communicates data for
transaction processing at operational level and information to support management
decision making ...". In other to understand the information system concept further,
Salton (1975) highlighted the most important computer-based information systems
.as follows:

Information Retrieval System (IR)
Question-answering System
Database System (DBS)
Management Information System (MIS)
Decision Support System (DSS)

Information systems also help upper level managers chart a course through the
constantly changing business environment of the firm. Industrial firms, service
companies and financial institutions in market economies rely on these systems
extensively: without them modem market economies will not exist in their present
form, Therefore, design of computer-based systems to support decision making is
inspired by the notion that information of good quality, both in content and presen-
tation is essential for good decisions.

In our increasingly complex world, tasks of decision-maker must respond
quickly to events that seem to take place at an ever-increasing pace. However,
different types of data are needed to support different aspects of managerial
decision-making. A manager is frequently concemed with problem finding that is to
determine if a problem exists and to solve it. This means that obtaining adequate
and valid information is essential, as the success of the business depends to a large
extent on the ability of the management to make good and viable decisions.

The aim of this study is not only to reveal unexploited opportunities of
Information Technology in managerial decision making but also to be used for
guiding strategy building process of organizations. Knowing the needs in
information technology development will also point out evolving characteristics of
society for which appropriate information professionals must be produced.

*
*
*
*
*
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WHAT IS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information Technology (IT) is one ofthe many tools available to managers

or copi ng with changes. The potential benefits that an organization can obtain when
It utilizes IT are extensive. These benefits according to Fink (1998) can take a
number of forms, such as efficiency gains (the automation of clerical procedure),
increase management of effectiveness (decision making) and improved business
performance (entering into strategic alliances with other firms). Information
Technology has been defined as the various technologies which are used in the
creation, acquisition, storage, dissemination, retrieval, manipulation and transmis-
sion of information (Moll; 1983). While Huber (1990) defines " ...IT as devices
that transmit, manipulate, analyse, or exploit information and in which a digital
computer process information integral to the user's communication or decision
task ...". Entsue-Mensah (1996) also refers to IT as the collection of machinery that
enhances communication with people and processes and between organizations and
nations.

Instances ofIT are E-mail, electronic bulletin boards, electronic file transfer,
shared electronic databases, teleconferencing, view data, telex, expert system, video
confercncing, the facsimile (fax), voice mail and the telephone (the telephone is
been used for application in computer telephone integration) (Travica:1998,
Oycbisi:2000). Information technology has facilitated integration of business
functions in all levels within and between organizations. They also continue to present
new strategic opportunities for the organization that are willing and able to step
back and reassess their mission and operation.

Types of Inforniatiou Systems Necessary for Decision Making
The business world is becoming more computer and information intensive

oecause the information environment of a given organization currently revolves
around the abi Iity to Liseand manipulate information technologies. Alter (1999) in
his study Iisted out roles of different types of information system used for decision-
making which include the following:

Office Autotn atic System (OAS)
These systems include a wide range of tools such as spreadsheets, word

processing and presentation packages. Telephone, e-rnal, voice mail, and fax can be
included in this category. OASs help people perform personal record keeping,
writing and calculations efficiently.

Electronic Communication
This system helps people work together by exchanging or sharing

information in different forms. These include teleconferencing, messaging systems,
intranet and extranets.
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Transaction Processing System (TPS)
This collects and stores information about transactions, controls some

aspects of transaction.

Management Information System and Executive Information System (MIS) and EIS
This converts TPS data into information for monitoring performance and

managing an organization, provides executive information in a readily accessible
interactive format.

Decision Support System (DSS)
It helps people make decision by providing information model, or analysis

tools.

Executive System
Directly supports organizations value added world. Therefore, to improve

the quality of decisions, a system designer can seek to improve the information
input or to change the decision process. MIS that provides real time, accurate easily
accessible information helps the executive to make decision quicker. However,
information-systems, which are developed specifically for strategic management,
have been playing a unique role to assist decision-making. The advantages ofIT for
decision making as listed by Moss-Jones (1990) are:

Managers' perception ofgreater data quality, problems priority and relevance
Increasing transaction processing incorporates some decisions in programs
Increasing perception of decision complexity.
Increasing data structure priority-increase pace
Increased needs for goals/objective structure
Integrations of subsystem allow automation verification of some decision
data.

* Movement towards "real" time
* Reduced data redundancy and clearer data

in other words, information technology also plays an important role in facilitating
resource sharing among organizations (Miranda, 1994) further explains that a
concomitant increase in the volume of transactions relating to database access and
recovery of document will occur in organizations because of the influence of IT. He
also listed some of the relationship of these transactions to database access, which
include the following:

*

*
*

* request via electronic mail (Bitnet / Internet)
request on-line
scanning documents
system of electronic payments, adjusted to data transfusion
price differentiation for different products.

*
*
*
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However, approaching information systems in an organizational content shows that
it is a sub-system within an organizational systems which is a "living arid open"
system.

INI:ORI\IATION TECHNOLOGY IN TilE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
Universally managers are regarded as the key to the fortunes of their

organizations; thus their development is crucial for organizational success.
Effective management development as l\'loss-Jones (1990) pointed out hinges on
understanding the actual work and contexts of the manager, and these are likely to
be increasingly affected by information technology. Although good managers do
marc than make good decisions, "a broad view of decision making process provides
~luseful starting point from which to understand what group and organizations must
do' as Sampler (1996) clearly stated.

Information technology (IT) will provide managers with thetools to make
solid decision. This decision, according to Forcht (1987), includes business
decisions, analysis or complex financial transactions, monitoring business markets
and developing a variety ofways to improve their business. It is therefore necessary
that information system professionals must be aware of top management objectives
and thc strategic directions of their firms. For example, information technology in
the banking sector traditionally focuses in meeting operational needs such as
printing monthly statement and check processing. But in recent years there have
been all increased emphasis on meeting decisions support and strategic information
needs Cor example automation portfolio management, report generation for
regulatory requirement, and merger of customer account bases (Ravicaudr au and
Banerjee: t 994).

Dccision-making is based on information and information is the trigger to
know if there is a problem. This information, according to Lucey (1995), is needed
to ".de!llle and structure the problem, information is needed to explore and choose
between the alternative solutions and information in need to review the effect of the
implemented choice ... ". III his conceptualization of top managers in information
processing system, M intzberg (1973) was quoted by Auster and Choo (1994); that
manager's interpersonal roles provide access and exposure to information to a large
number of external and internal information sources, This indicates that the
managers in the informational role of monitoring continually seek and receive
information. This information is from a variety of sources in order to develop
thorough understanding of the organization and its environment. However, the
avai labi Iity of Cast and accurate information is a key com ponent of decisi on-making.
Therefore a MIS that provides real time, accurate and easily accessible information
will help the executive to make quicker decisions.

I
f

I
I
I
I
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INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS OF MANAGERS
Information need varies from manager to manager and these needs wi II change

with time for a particular manager. This is because the information requirements of
management depend heavily on the management level involved. It is therefore
necessary to identify the information that is needed by managers in order to operate
and manage an organization.

Management information includes not only objective data generated by
formal systems, but also information meant to be persuasive such as suggestions,
warnings, and detailed proposals. Information is also a vital ingredient in financial
managerial decisions. Bank loan officers, for example, use accounting and other
information to decide whether to make loans to firms (Iseline: 1996). The main
information area (either computerized or not) that is required in making decisions
in the financial sector according to Mentzas (1994) areas follows:

Strategic Goals and Plans
It include main strategic goals of the organization, the procedures for

attaining the goals, the list of priorities put forth, directing and guides to middle
management, information on the banking environment (legal, directives from
central bank, analysis, of competitors) etc.

Marketing Inform ation
It includes general information on type of client (both current and

prospective), statistics on non-client of the bank, etc.

General Ledger and Liquidity Inform ation
Information regarding the general ledger functions of the bank and data

concerning liquidity, management for example, accounts, transactions, balances, etc.

Budget an d Forecast
Various types of budgets and reports necessary for budget planning,

monitory and financial planning.

111terbank atul III terbran cli Information
1nf01111atio11necessary for Interbank and Interbranch clearing and settlement-

lending interest rates, information on correspondents accounts etc.

Personnel Lnfornuuion
List of current, personnel and their employment characteristics, information

on wages and salaries, information on career planning issues regulations conceming
social security etc.

Administrative and Support Information
For various technical services, the management of physical security, the

technical projects carried out, the management offix assets, the management oflT-
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related services, policies and procedures for intemal audit and control.

Client Inforniatiou : Information on the organization's clients .

•'Lient Account: All the account of the organization's clients in case such exist.

Clients' Transactions: All transactions carried out for the organization's clients.

Clients' Contracts
The contracts of clients with the organization's-contracts, deposit contracts,

contracts for foreign trade, contracts for securities, etc.

The Organization's Products Features
The features of the organization's products are given here, that is,

information types of deposits, types of loans, interest rates available, exchange
rates etc. The quality of decision-making is determined by availability and use of
appropriate data for decision-makers whose training and experience qualify them to
provide organization leadership.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS) IN ORGANIZATIONS
A manager should plan activities of his or her organization, organize its

personnel and their activities, direct its operations, and control its direction by
evaluating feedback and making necessary adjustments. Information systems
therefore assist managers by providing information needed to accomplish each of
these managerial functions. Management Information System (MIS) are concerned
with the information flow associated with decision-making and it handles
information from different sources.

However, computet' - based information systems are becoming more
_ xersuasive in organizations; automating mundane tasks and aiding decision making.

!~'Ull and Sub (1999) refer to MIS in an organization as a " ...computer-base system
speci fica Ily designed to mceti ng the need of top executives of an organization and to
eliminate the need of intermediaries ... ". Manager therefore depend on MIS
capabilities as monitoring system that draws information form MIS databases and
external sources.

As a matter of fact MfS is a special-purpose system useful for management
in an organization. This is an accessible and rapid conveyor belt for appropriate high
quality information from its generation to users (Adekeye: 1997). However,
efficient performance of an organization resources. Moreover, processing of data
into information and communicating resulting information to the user is the very
essence of MIS. According to Laudon (1999), MIS serve the management level of
the organization providing managers with reports and in some cases on-line access
to the organization current performance and historical records. These have become
a central component in organizations to meet information needs of management and
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decision support system have provided tremendous analytic tool for middle
management. When a business event occurs for example whether it is the issuing of
an invoice, the ticking over into a new financial quarter or staff attendance at a
training course this event provides the raw material for the bank's MIS (Robson
1997). This means they may record and model all or part of the organization's
activities and provide indicators of any actual or predicted change in the state of the
organization. Therefore management information systems should focus on
providing managers with prespecified information products that report on the
performance of the organization.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
From both application and research perspectives the impact of information

technology (IT) on managerial decision-making is an important issue. Information
Technology is a general expression covering computers, telecommunications and
electronics and there is no doubt thatI'T is having a profound influence on all
aspects of life, including organizations and management information systems. The
mere possession of technology no longer confers any special advantage on the St3tUS
. on any organization. What distinguishes a leading organization from a laggard one
is the way and speed with which the technology is applied to deliver quality
decisions and superior customer service. The rapid growth of technology and
dramatically falling cost of computing capability mean that more and more aspects
of managerial planning and decision-making can be assisted by information
technology provided (Lucey, 1995). it is important that managers must have a good
knowledge of current computing technologies. For every managerial decisions there
are several possible solutions; therefore good decisions should be based on
considering all solutions and choosing the ones that fit the operation.

The CNN advert that ends with "Your are nothing without inforniation " is
perhaps most appropriate for Nigerian managers. it is true that symptoms or
corporate failures remain hidden for years in several organizations due to adequate
LIseof information technology In Nigeria, computerization has been limited to mostly
financial reports that is accounting which is just a small fraction of management
information with any company (OkoJo:2001).

However, there is a need to install effective MIS systems that will help with
prompt information retrieval and aid effective management of their organizations.
This is an important requirement to keep a tab on offshore offices and branches.
Therefore, information specialists ne~d to know what type of tasks and functions
management have to perform so that they are able to produce relevant and usable
information. In conclusion, there is a pressing need to have a thorough reorientation
on the perception, dissemination, utilization and management of information in
Nigerian. From our discussion so far, it is clear how important is defining what
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information is needed for decision-making. With the use of recommendations made
it this study, bankers, financial analysts, and all other decision makers can
0/ectively identify, evaluate, understand, communicate and manage business
uncertainties and risk as a result of information generated from a well organized
MIS.
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